Libraries, Archives and Museums

We bring hands-on experience and familiarity with libraries, archives, and museums to meet your digital preservation requirements.

- We are your staff and infrastructure, so large-scale enterprise investments and hardware purchases are unnecessary.

- Technical and preservation metadata on your digital content are created by us and easily accessible for your internal purposes.

- We offer extensive audit trails so all operations and management details are transparent and trackable through your dedicated client portal.

- We monitor your assets’ health through pro-active fixity checks to ensure data integrity, and monitor format and software obsolescence. We notify you when your content is endangered for obsolescence, and work with you to find a solution.

- We implement a storage infrastructure applying green technologies to ensure that your data remains earth-friendly.
Digital Bedrock is your data insurance policy to protect valued digital assets.

- We protect your digital content through secure, managed, and trusted digital preservation.
- We create complex metadata about an asset’s characteristics and dependencies and monitor its health over time.
- We are not an anonymous cloud storage service. You will know the people working directly with you.
- We operate on a closed network in an ISO 27001 certified data center; at no time are your master files ever online.

WORKING WITH US IS EASY!

**Step 1.** Select and package your files using our self-curation tool.

**Step 2.** Digital Bedrock analyzes your data, identifies long-term vulnerabilities, and performs health and obsolescence checks.

**Step 3.** Offline replication in three locations, secure storage, and monitoring to keep your digital content viable and accessible over the long term.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:

- File migration to new media
- Checksum creation and verification
- LTO, Turtle case, G-Tech and LaCie hard drive reseller
- Consulting: digital preservation planning, metadata audits, assessments, collection cataloging services